2000 dodge intrepid transmission

Some cars are so bad that the entire line seems to be made up of lemons. The Dodge Intrepid
was one such car. It had some amazing reviews from some sites, but there was one major flaw
in its design that led to its downfall. According to Car Complaints, it ranks number 10 out of the
20 worst vehicles of all time. The Intrepid was a full-size sedan that was produced from It had a
slick body based off the Lamborghini. The cab-forward design pioneered by Chrysler pushes
the wheels to the ends of car, and the low nose and high tail give it a sleek, aerodynamic shape
with a drag coefficient of. There were three engine options on the Intrepid. The standard engine
was a 2. Even tall individuals could sit in the Intrepid comfortably, and there was an optional
front bench seat that brought its capacity up to six passengers. This set the Intrepid apart from
some competitors. Since there were no safety features like lane change assist or parking assist
back in , the Intrepid had a large back window. This improved visibility so that drivers could see
to change lanes and park their car without fear of bumping into another vehicle. The Intrepids
that had the 3. The 2. This is actually an easy problem to identify. Driving Tests reports that
engine sludge is,. Some of the main causes for the buildup of engine sludge are stop and go
driving and short commutes. This can be prevented by changing your oil regularly , but the 2.
The only solution for this problem was exchanging the 2. Instead, because the Federal
government never issued a recall, Dodge continued to use the 2. In total, the Intrepid had 19
problems reported to Car Complaints, but the oil sludge was by far the biggest. It had
complaints, as opposed to the second-highest-ranking problem. That was engine knocking, and
only 61 people complained about it. Since the Intrepid is number 10, you know there had to be
some that were worse. The vehicle that earned the number one position was the Ford Explorer ,
due to an extreme number of transmission failure complaints. The second worst was the Honda
Accord, and the third was the Hyundai Sonata. Ford not only had the worst vehicle on the list,
but also had the most vehicles. The Ford Focus had the most, with four model years, and the
Ford Explorer came in second with three. Jeep, Nissan, and Honda all tied for second place.
Still, those vehicles have remained in the running in spite of their issues. Home Cars. What is
the Dodge Intrepid? If someone offers to sell you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2. All other available
engines are very reliable with no major problems. Even with regular maintenance, the oil sludge
defect eventually destroys the 2. The only true fix we know about is to put in the larger 3. This
issue was never deemed a safety defect by the Feds, so there was no recall. So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. A noise was heard prior to the incident. The vehicle was driven home and later
towed to an independent repair shop who replaced the engine and transmission. I have a
defective 2. I had just pulled into a driveway when it quit. The timing chain guides broke, and
there was so much sludge in the engine it looked like the oil had never been changed. I have
always had my oil changed every miles. I had the engine steamed 7 months prior to this incident
for sludge buildup. I had to have the steering line fixed less than 2 months after I purchased the
vehicle. I had no idea that there were so many people with the same engine problems as I have
had out of this car. I have lost my job, and my children have missed so many doctor and dentist
appointments that I have lost count I still owe 2 years on this car, but how do you pay for
something that has turned out to be America's biggest death trap when you can't keep it
running? Since then it has been in shop times, mostly consisting of steering problems, such as
rack and pinion and the steering coupler. There were other issues, but this was the main
concern. One week ago the consumer was involved in an accident, front end impact for which
the air bags did not deploy. Consumer sustained injuries. Emergency brake handle was loose.
The dealer determined the it was not connected. The key wouldn't come out of the ignition
because the shift interlock cable broke. The check engine light illuminated. The dealer replaced
the wiring to the brake light switch. Search CarComplaints. Consumer was driving and heard a
ticking sound. Then, engine surged and stalled. Consumer replaced the transmission, but
problem recurred. I own a Dodge Intrepid and have had several mechanical problems. I had to
have the transmission rebuilt when it was only 3 years old. Just this past Thursday I was driving
on the highway and my engine just stopped, causing all powere steering, etc. To go out. Grant
it, at this point I'm still undecided as to what I'm going to do. The dealership said that my engine
overheated and locked up. My car showed no indication of overheating My car was driving
normally and just stopped. While driving at a low speed engine stalled. An independent
mechanic indicated that the problem could be with the transmission or engine. Please provide
any additional information. Purchased a Dodge Intrepid from dadeland Dodge in miami, fl. The
car is qualified for the lemon law 3 months after purchase, but unaware of such a law and never
filed. Now it is too late. My brother in law was driving and the engine just stopped without
warning. I called for a tow truck to be taken to the dealer. The car has about 65, miles, and the

extended warranty should have covered the repairs; however, the dealer declined. In addition, I
also don't have a car for 2 months, and disputed with the dealer and extended warranty
company during that span. I have a Dodge Intrepid, purchased at 54, miles. While driving, the
transmission failed. I have found an excellent and informative website against daimler Chrysler
at I have experienced many of these problems myself and daimler Chrysler simply does not
care, I could have even been killed in one instance. After own another vehicle and putting nearly
30, miles on it I have not had any of the ridiculous problems experienced with Chrysler's Dodge
brand of vehicles. There is a lot of information consumers need to know that daimler Chrysler
does not want you to know about these vehicles and their common problems Chrysler ignores,
some of which are potential safety concerns such as the defective seat belt design Chrysler
continues to use and defective steering design and or components that can cause sudden
looseness or change of response in steering, which can lead to a serious accident. These guys
have been receiving complaints daily about these problems and have been referring consumers
to the NHTSA, I hope that in turn the NHTSA will add this to the list of their complaints so others
will also know about this. Thank you very much for your time. Metal chips were found in the oil
from the transmission and it had to be replaced. Car only had 30, miles on it. I got the car with
21, miles on it. Now the car has 50, miles on it and the transmission needs to be replaced again.
While driving at any speed and without warning the vehicle will not shift gears causing a
distraction to the consumer. Dealer notified. I got up on a long birdge called the buckman bridge
with my 3 children and 2 nephews coming home from school when the car wouldn't move. I was
very terrified because I could have been rear ended and knocked off of the side of the bridge. It
was very cold on that night and me and the 5 children had to walk down a bridge at night with
no side rails on it. I had to call a tow truck to tow it to my house. I had a mechanic do a
diagnostic test and it read a transmission code. So, therefore, I had it towed to transmission
shop that reprinted the transmission was gone out and several components had to be replaced.
After talking to several of my co-workers at least 4 of them know someone that owns a Dodge
interpid and has had this same problem within the last month. I'm a single mother and thought I
was getting a dependable car. Please advise me on actions I can take. Also experiencing engine
problems, all four window reglators replaced, and door panels need replacement, and was never
notified of recall on seat belt latches. Transmission failed without warning while driving at
miles. Consumer states that the fuel sending unit failed. This nearly caused a rear end collision.
Dealer service knew of the problem; said they had lots of incidents of the same problem due to
heat, and replaced input sensor with a newer version. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Be the first to write a review. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Ships to:. United
States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Fri. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only
be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for
this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this
window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were

unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Payment We accept Paypal, including major credit cards
transacted through PayPal Sales tax collected by eBay where applicable We mail your purchase
s exclusively to the address listed on your PayPal account. Payments for items purchased on
eBay must be made within 3 days of the purchase. After a 3 day period, we reserve the right to
open an unpaid item dispute on eBay. We also offer overnight express shipping; please contact
us for rates. International shipping is available only through eBay Global Shipping Program.
Local Pick-Up Please make an appointment at least two hours in advance of pick-up. Handling
time for Freight items is 3 to 5 business days. We combine shipping for multiple items; please
contact us via eBay messages before making payment. Freight shipping advertised price has no
extra charges if the destination is a business location or a transporter's terminal. We will
provide all needed info to track your shipment and will assist you during the delivery. We
carefully test all our items prior to selling them; we do our best to ensure that all parts are in a
proper working condition. We will promptly refund money paid in the unlikely event your part
breaks or stops working during the warranty period. All parts must be returned in the original
packaging and condition. Any attempts to disassemble parts will void the warranty. The engine
you receive may include some accessories and extra parts. Warranty does NOT cover labor,
diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. Cost of labor can NOT be refunded under any
circumstances. Powered by Checkmate. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine ,
but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window
2002 ford windstar lx
doge magnum
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or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping.

